
We saw this
post on

Facebook, we
think originally by
Matt Bradley (if it
wasn’t Matt then credit
to whomever originally
wrote it) the middle
of December
explaining why
you may want to
pay with cash, i.e.
banknotes
everywhere
(especially at small businesses) instead of
using a credit or debit card?
We fell It is worth taking the space here to
share this explanation so that you can
understand why you may want to pay with
cash when you can. The explanation has
been edited for clarity. So here we go.
You have a $50 dollar bill (banknote) in
your pocket. You go to a restaurant and
pay for your for dinner with it.
The restaurant owner then uses the $50
dollar bill to pay for the laundry. The
laundry owner then uses the $50 dollar bill
to pay the barber. The barber then uses the
$50 dollar bill for shopping.
After 30 or really an unlimited number of
transactions like this, the $50 dollar bill still
has a $50 value and it has fulfilled its
purpose to everyone who used it for buying
whatever.
BUT
If you go to a restaurant and pay digitally
via a card the banks get involved in the
transaction and take a fee for your
payment. We’ll use 3% as an example (but
a lot of times fees that the businesses pay
are 4% or more depending on the card and
the card processor) so the restaurant is
charged in our example $1.50 for your $50
transaction.
So at 3% there will be the fee of $1.50 for
each further payment transaction in our
examples above, i.e. for paying the owner
of the laundry or for payment to the barber
etc.
So in the example where a card is used
after 30 transactions (30 x $1.50 = $45),
what remains of the initial $50 is only $5
($50 - $45 = $5) and the remaining $45 has
become the property of the banks, thanks
to all of the digital transactions and fees!
Use it or lose it folks. Once the $50 is gone
we won’t get it back! Cash is king!
So please, going forward, consider paying
with cash whenever you can.

Why Consider using
Cash Instead of a Card

This is the column in which we remind you of
classic products and services provided by

SGMC that you may have forgotten about.
We first started selling Charlie’s Soap laundry
powder in February of
2009.
Thus we’ve been selling
Charlie’s Soap for 14
years and have sold over
8 tons to date.
Repeated washing with
toxic laundry detergents
can leave residue in both
your washer and your
clothes, causing irritation for
sensitive skin. Charlie’s
Soap gently removes those
residues as it deep cleans
your laundry. With Charlie’s
Soap’s naturally derived, environmentally friendly
solutions, you’ll experience a clean that’s safe,
effective, and green.
And speaking of green what could be more
green then refilling your containers than throwing
them out.
We are one of the only, if not the only place that
we know of where you can get both Charlie’s
Laundry Soap and Indoor/Outdoor Cleaner
refilled at a discount while reusing your original
container.
There is no downside to using Charlie’s Soap
which is manufactured in the USA. The unique,
naturally derived formula contains no perfumes,
dyes, phosphates or brighteners and provides a
deep clean — even on your toughest stains —
without irritation. How? The laundry detergent
rinses out of your clothes completely, leaving
absolutely no residue behind. The per load cost
can be as low as $.13 per load depending on the
size you buy. That cost will beat the per load cost
of just about any other laundry product on the
market. Stop in and we’ll be glad to give you a
sample to try. You will love the savings & results.

We are excited about a
NEW product from

Charlie’s Soap that
everyone will want.
Charlie’s Soap dryer balls
are made to last with high-
quality heat-resistant
material. By improving
circulation, these dryer
balls speed up the
drying process,
shortening your dry
cycle and reducing your
energy bill. Safe for sensitive
skin and vegan-friendly while
helping both you and the environment!
The Benefits of Using Dryer Balls
During a regular drying cycle, your clothes
build up a lot of static cling. Yet single-use
options like dryer sheets come with lots of
waste. The solution? Laundry dryer balls
are your eco-friendly solution.Charlie’s
Soap knows that long-lasting = less waste.
That’s why they’ve developed dryer balls
that can stand the test of time. A single
Charlie’s Soap dryer ball can last years
through thousands of laundry loads.
At SGMC we’re all about increasing
access to green living. Charlie’s Soap
dryer balls boost your dryer to cut down on
energy spending. Clothes can dry up to
25% faster, which means a shorter dry
time. Shorter dry times lower your energy
bill.
Unlike regular plastic dryer balls, Charlie’s
Soap dryer balls are vegan and
environmentally safe. Like their laundry
detergent powder, their dryer balls are
made with no harmful chemicals or fillers.
They’ve made sure their dryer balls
embody sustainability, so they’re as green
on the inside as they are on the outside.
They’re easy-to-use. Simply add the dryer
balls to your dryer before starting the next
laundry load.
Be sure to get a set of dryer balls when
you pick up your Charlie’s Laundry
Detergent.

“We just wanted to let
you know that
everyday you can SAVE
at SGMC by paying
with cash or check!”



This information is neither a recommendation nor diagnosis for
disease. We make no health claims regarding the information

presented here. This information is a starting point in your
interest to be a better informed consumer of natural health

products. We look forward to being a resource for you.

This story may have been edited for space.
If you would like to read the entire article

please go to this URL
- https://tinyurl.com/45db4cj6 or scan the

QR code with your phone.

Can the “Sunshine Vitamin” Deliver
Mood-Boosting Relief?

By QNL Staff | December 15, 2022

NEWS YOU CAN USE

Screen Repair
• Window Screens
• Patio Screens
• Sliding Glass

Door Screens
• and more!

Bring in
your

Screens!

The Bugs will be here sooner
than you think!

NOW !!

Recent Framed Art
for Inspiration

Call to
Order
Today!

We have recently added two new options to
our clay selection. DAS Air-Hardening
White Modeling Clay is an excellent
modeling clay for art projects. This clay
hardens in the air in 24 hours and then can
be decorated or adorned any way you like.
Try art markers, acrylic paints,watercolors or
even tempera paints and create a one of a
kind masterpiece!
Choose either the 1.1# or 2.2# package of
this great clay. And be sure to check out all
of our other great clays, too!

DAS - Air Hardening White Modeling Clay

As the winter season creeps on a bit
longer, do you find yourself constantly
craving a midday nap? Do you feel the
urge to reach for an extra cup of coffee?
You may be experiencing the winter
blues, that unpleasant
feeling of sluggishness
and sadness that often
comes with shorter
days, darker evenings,
and chillier mornings.
So how do you unlock
your inner cheer and
drive out feelings of
dread during winter
months? One famous vitamin might be the
key.
Commonly known as “the sunshine
vitamin,” our bodies have the unique
ability to synthesize vitamin D from
cholesterol when we are exposed to
sunlight. Not only is vitamin D
essential for healthy calcium absorption
and bone mineralization, but clinical
studies also reveal that vitamin D
deficiency is associated with mood swings
and seasonal depression symptoms.
It is no surprise that our ability to
synthesize vitamin D is greatly impaired
during the winter months. Not only is
less daylight available, but the wintry
weather often keeps us indoors more
often than not. In fact, even during the
summertime, many people do not spend
enough time outside to generate sufficient
vitamin D.
Additionally, as we age, the ability to
convert and absorb vitamin D from foods
becomes less efficient, making the
incidence of vitamin D deficiency more
problematic, especially for elderly
people as it increases the risk of falls
and associated bone fractures. In
addition to depressed mood, symptoms of
vitamin D deficiency can be masked as
muscle and bone pain, and excessive
tiredness.
Vitamin D is naturally created in the
body when exposed to direct sunlight
through a complicated conversion of
cholesterol. Compared to other fat-
soluble nutrients, sources of vitamin D
are somewhat limited and include
fortified foods (often packed with white
flour and white sugar) and animal-based
products such as beef liver and
sardines. Supplementing with vitamin D
can be simple; just choose a reliable,
trusted source for high-quality vitamin
D from a company with strict quality
standards.
But does this vitamin offer more than
meets the eye? In recent years, vitamin
D has become an increasingly popular
supplement, and for good reason. This
fat-soluble micronutrient is critical
for optimal calcium absorption to
support healthy bones and cardiovascular
health. Vitamin D has several other
roles in the body, including modulating
inflammation and cell growth. Exciting
new evidence has verified another benefit

of this vitamin – promoting a healthy
immune system. A scientific review
conducted in 2020 examined the impact of
vitamin D in enhancing the immune
response to infections such as the
influenza virus. Researchers have also
investigated the preventive and
therapeutic potential of vitamin D for
other types of viral infections. It is
becoming clear that vitamin D plays a
significant role in the body’s
sophisticated immune response.
Winter, spring, summer, or fall, make
sure you get enough daily vitamin D
through your diet, by healthy exposure
to the sun's rays, vitamin D-rich foods,
or through supplementation. Taking this
simple measure can be pivotal for
improving mood as well as overall health
and wellness.

Vintage
Baseball Cards
“These cards
can now be
viewed &
preserved by
virtue of the
acid free sleeves
& UV filtering
glass.”

Counted Cross Stitch “We
have been custom framing
stitchery art for almost 45
years. What you see here is a
recent example to remind you
that we are stitchery framing
EXPERTS.”

Jigsaw Puzzles “We have
framed a lot of jigsaw puzzles
over the years, but this one we
framed recently with lace was a
first. There are a lot of beautiful
jigsaw puzzles but only if they
are framed can you enjoy them
for a lifetime.”

Sports Jersey “Sports Jerseys are
popular and valuable souvenirs.
They should be properly framed so
that thy can be both preserved and
viewed.”

Newspaper
Articles

“Featuring a
mat with

openings to
display the

articles & brass
plates with

additional info
plus UV glass.”


